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Letter from the Editor

December-January is an issue filled with closure to celebrate the end 
of a year and new beginnings. The world is vast, but we all are 
connected by the most basic of things in this life. It is my hope that the 
words and photographs inside this issue commingle in a way and form 
art on the page. Art that will be far reaching and ignite new beginnings 
within you. May each of you find solace on your paths, and may your 
journeys be filled with love and peace during this coming year.

Love & Ink,
Grace Black

?The role of a writer is not to say what we can all say, but 
what we are unable to say.? 

?  Anaïs Nin

"A magazine of poised prose, precarious poetry, and 
photography to pilot our own realms again."
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night thoughts
by Bi l l  Gardner

it?s dark at first
then a real darkness
that haunts your
sleep 

that this darkness
is a certain truth
scratches at your skull
like a crown of thorns 
fear strikes the hammer 

down 
on your hands
and feet and
you are now
suspended above the world
looking into a
vacuum and for one
moment you close your
eyes and try to
imagine light
again

but you have
now seen the
face of things
and it does not smile
but stares 
blankly
back at you while the
ceiling fan swirls in 
panic



photo by M ichael  A nthony

In the best of times 
In the worst of times 

We are always at square one

by M ark  Danow sk y



                storm flags are sent up for irises? You still hate irises, if only 
a little now long after that terrible day when their purple caps battered 
against the chalk cliffs of the foundation as you tried to imagine some 
dignity, where they were planted to hide the cinderblock with their 
blossoms, stalks, and their rank scissor leaves. These sprayed amid 
the drowned, doomed fleet of your plastic models? all painted with 
the hot rod paint you becalmed, all rigged with your mother?s thread, 
which she used to do up your husky jeans, all gaily beflagged from a 
printed sheet of jacks, pennants, burgees, and streamers. That day 
which will live in infamy too, when your ships in every scale were no 
longer that squadron heeling to at full sail across the top of your 
dresser, proudly for their builder, their grand admiral, on little dry 
docks decaled with their names on gloriously molded scrollwork. They 
became a battle line, an affront, an insult against whom they dared to 
sail against like so many flightless birds. And with the same exacting 
aim and pinch to their hulls given to a balsa glider, whatever was 
pretended, a dinosaur perhaps, dispatched them all from the second 
story? the Cutty Sark, the Krusenstern, Bismarck, a nameless bomb 
ketch, the Golden Hind, a Confederate blockade runner with Parrot 
guns having the bores of toothpicks, a Roman trireme with a ram and 
hundreds of perfect oars frozen in ramming speed, the Maine? all 
remembered when you see irises tossing and laughing? all 
defenestrated from the dormer with its screen still blistered overhead 
by your little brother?s face watching for you, for what you were going 
to do about his grand stroke, you brought low beneath his monstrous 
eye.

Behemoth
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by James Reidel

W hat



I  Remember
by Lee K aloidis

the small steps that got me here
the trivial devotions and slender sacrifices
that slipped between the seconds
like fish dart between rocks or sparrows 

into hedges all background for stars
kindness in a drug store between
the aisles of cosmetics and pain relief 
a porcelain blue splinter that is forever sky

rain that came and went like anarchy of friends
who appeared unannounced then left like angels
a brush of flesh or whiff of something sweet
one word at one time by one lover

the puddle where I found my lost keys
an hour i could not get my arms around
like a tree trunk that hurt one's neck to look up
the things i lived for were not great monuments

they weren't even great moments
but they were good like a deep breath that refocused
or wind that made me look maybe even see
a stick that suddenly snapped a gap

i am a long long coast glittering with grains of insignificance
made up of walks that moved me enough to keep walking
affections that resuscitated hope inexplicably
and some weird wingless beauty that flies just close
enough overhead to keep me from falling

photo by Jason A l len



photo by RL Raymond

bat laden skies canopy 
furtive fingers, 
porch creak,
scratch skin blanket on bent grass.

we hiss star stories: 
i am a lightning rod and you a sullen son
dreaming opium eyes, mosquito opera, 
frozen tangerines exploding as we tongue them.

faulty reception means 
the sole game show repeats in an endless loop, 
a lifetime supply of coupon books and dime store magazines 
each more lurid than the last. 

when i sleep we stand frozen in the narthex of a russian church, 
the chipped bust of a long forgotten demi-god with crackle in his veins
beside us,
witness to a baptism by fire.

porch creak
by Tara Roeder
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by Elena Botts

i confess, once again i've fallen in love with the unknown.

it was early morning, not all of the nocturnal things had hidden into the sprawl of bush, nor 
even the light had gained its somethingness, no, it was plaintive, still as you or i in the breath 
of the dawn not yet exhaled. i did not reach for you then, i knew you were just a dream.

so dawn bit the throat of me breathing and my nested ribs unearthed i was dragged from the 
buried ground, i was graceless and sick at heart and thrust into the clouds like a sullen moon 
to haunt the light of day.

you held my hand in the noon. i was dim and paralyzed, my heart like an impassive sky as it 
is held in quarry water. i was feeling the how of everything as the lakes and rivers rippled in 
heavens all under me. 

your voice broke with fear when you said i love you. and i couldn't trace the contour of your 
being any longer and the awe of you fell out like a casual vacancy. or unhealable sorrow. the 
cosmic ache that was once you.

i  confess, 
once again i 've fal len in love w i th the unk now n



                                       popped the lid on a plastic bowl artfully filled with marzipan sliced 
into arranged spears. ?Right,? she announced, with a smear of pancake batter and 
malevolence blazoned unapologetically across her face. ?Enlighten me if you think you can, 
as to precisely at what temperature blackstrap molasses will likely begin to burn??

Barry swallowed a cheek-stretching mouthful of macerated bread and meat with extra, extra 
ketchup and deadpanned back, ?The same temperature pomegranate and mango shampoo 
with or without the added moisture beads will.? The thread of the conversation had already 
begun to fray at the edges and was moments away from a dramatic tear right down the 
middle seam. This, by now quite predictably for Kirra-Belle, was a typical Barry thing.

From anyone except a person with more science degrees than a Harvard chemistry 
professor and the added practical smarts to restore and rebuild two Volkswagen bugs over a 
three month period of working weekends, that remark would have earned a minimum two 
nights stony silence with added frosting.

As it was, Barry had those science degrees. He also knew his way through and around a 
nine drawer, 181 piece toolbox if it came to it.

Better to accept, thought Kirra-Belle as she wiped two sticky fingers on the ?Keep your hands 
off my buns? kitchen apron she promised she?d never wear and rotated in small, deliberate 
circles a wooden spatula around the glass mixing bowl while little cherry gateaux?s danced 
inside her head, that her and Barry had been drawn together? at least partly? through a 
shared mutual love of what some people would have labeled the smart-alecky remark, but 
they preferred to call ?stirring the pot,? even if it was in very different ways.

Sti rring the Pot
by Glen Donaldson
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K irra-B el le



I remember carving the loveseat; the dresser; the cradle; 
the memory box. The headboard, I heard banging from the front door. 
And chop, a heap of logs for the fire.

by  Elaine M arie M cK ay

photo by Wi l l  Stew art 
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Here is my body ? unbroken in
skin ? blessed and churned in blood.

I laid myself out against 
nothing ? felt you unbuttoning my skin

for you to consider
the shape of my bones. 

Hold me in and 
dismantle my violent heartbeat. It?s

an invitation to expose 
your desires, which to some,
is love. 

I?ll allow you to feed
on my porcelain skin until
it drives you mad ? 

and you doubt my sanity. I crack open
my bones ? collarbones and all ? for you to see me
passing a pulse from one

side of my body
to the other. I think you pretended

you were familiar with the rhythm. 

We are close enough to the ocean
to taste the 
salt in the air and

I wonder what it all means
when I scream
and only you can hear me.

Harvest
by A shley M ares

photo by Joanna K osinsk a



I

what thoughts fly with your eyes drinking night
the moon trapped in your hair

and one galaxy, far off, afire, at the end of your extended finger

and
by Peter Brack ing
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                        stood back and looked at it critically. No, she just didn?t like it. A 

shame, but it couldn?t be helped. Sometimes things are delivered to your door, 

and you give them a try, but they just aren?t for you. She picked up her phone 

and dialed. No problem, she was told. We?ll collect it from you this afternoon. 

No inconvenience at all. No, no cost to you, madam. Sometimes you think you?ll 

like things, but you don?t. You?re not the first, and you certainly won?t be the 

last. We?ll take it back to the warehouse for you, madam, and it?ll be out of your 

way. 

She wrapped it up tightly. It may not have been her sort of thing, but she didn?t 

want it to get damaged. She scrawled her reference number on the back, as 

directed by the man on the phone. There was a tap at the door. Gosh, that was 

quick. Just in time.

On the doorstep stood a stork. She wasn?t sure if it was the same one that had 

brought the baby to her in the first place. Storks seemed hard to tell apart. She 

attached the packaged-up infant to its bill with sticky tape. The stork nodded, 

then flew off into the air, the baby dangling precariously beneath it. She hoped 

she?d used enough tape.

She wondered if she should have told her husband about this. She didn?t think 

he?d mind, though. He hadn?t seemed very keen on it either.

Return to Sender
by Dav id Cook

 J ennifer



by Lisa Stice

shelved

leaves still hang on the tree
soon they will join
everything else no longer here

photo by Dav id Everett Strick ler
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now
by  Peter Brack ing

on those days you sluice
off the primordial
when day winks in a new
infinity shapes the clay
(eternity crams into this instant
this instant everything
is alive
marking this moment the essence
every second past and beyond)

breathe stardust
unhook the universe



Snow is beautiful when freshly discovered
like presents from Santa on Christmas morning

topping the world with pure white frosting
that even adults can?t resist tasting

But it is soon despised for changing our habits
and lingering like a guest we?re sick of accommodating

when machinery and salt and dirt and tracks
poison its purity and degrade its beauty

We escape our confines to crawl the roadways 
at the approximate speed and poise of a toddler

to observe grey trash no one wants to touch
in ugly and dirty piles plowed from our paths

Worldly devices leave it in this squalid state 
that often is all that is remembered because
there is such a short time it can be beautiful

and one day you wake to find it has disappeared

Just as it is with all of my relationships

Beauty Elapsed 
by M arcus Benjamin Ray Bradley

photo by A aron Burden

The form has its own story.  It shakes off imposition 
as a dog does dust.  Fill it too full and it splits.  Too 
empty and it shrinks to a gag.  Don?t rush it.  
Locked together,  you have all the time in the  world.

Lock ed
by Devon Balw i t
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crow ded bar (f ragment of -f rom a dream)
by Dr. M . D. Bolsover

a crowded bar 
(fragment of-from a dream).

? a crowded bar.? with friend.
(at the bar.? people-crowd stand? whirring churn (dull sound). around). 

?

she?s here. 

?  ? seems to want to be near.? warm,? receptive. ?  
soured at words I speak (sounds (only).? stifled(-drowned) mumble.(? what?) 
?  ).

has left (? without me-my seeing). 

?

? try to chase after, ?  ? along a broad corridor.? a sunlit avenue (bright. 
warm white light), (lined with tall trees). chasing (after) V.,?  ? try-trying to 
reach her?  flying,?  ? floating?  (? buoyed upon (up on) a cushion of air?  
).? trying to reach her. ?  

but.? the same?  (? ?) force, which bares up (-aloft), ?s acting-acts? as a sort 
of a barrier?  ? retards movement(s), ?  ? holding back (down), (as if) the 
cushion itself? viscous. 

? can?t reach her. 

?



i could imagine her naked
just her and her powder blue
beret, as she lying on a couch
this child of edna st vincent millay
and anias nin
the long, sleek body
draped over my couch like a reed
the blue tye- die dress and grey sweater
and matching shoes
lying in a pile, that could beome another
person

i wouldn't feel a need to draw her
she's already art
as she walking to and fro
like a pixie
her kosher face alone sets me on
fire
her grey boots
i hardly hear on the sidewalk
but i see her wrapped
in her clothes like a
rose
then, i'd watch her take off
her hat
see all the raven hair
fall down quickly
some, covering her breasts like
tangerines
she'd stretch her legs
and my eyes would follow
their movements
like an ekg
i would even admire her feet
they are so perfect
this new- old world girl
teasing me from afar in her
funky boho
hat

Coffeehouse Poem # 146
by Erren Geraud K el ly

photo by  Jason A l len



You carry the blade yourself
and plunge it chestward, 
time after time,
through silvering scars and sternum.

Your ribs hinge apart 
as easily as a coin purse,
exposing the shivering heart beneath. 

Slicing it free 
with a smile you hand it over, 
slippery and raw,
to the next anonymous palm.

?I can grow another,? you say.

And you do.

Cleavage
by Bonnie Walk er
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            city is a third older than when I was here last? during the age of penny 
candy and wooden limbs. When children sold their screams on every corner and 
trolley cars leapt along like stories about sled dogs. N early everyone was made of 
copper and wore a wool scarf. Dynamite was still on its honeymoon with 
nitroglycerine. They?d had the telegraph line cut at the root, so no telegraph 
would ever grow there again. On Sundays the mayor paraded through the streets 
in a steam-powered car built from outdated manners and a brass band. Crowds 
lined the curbs and waved, and the mayor waved back with his one good arm. The 
one made of wood.

Cubist Woman at Her M irror
by M ark  J. M i tchel l

She revises a morning
while renewing her face.

She moves her eyes
south and west
to almost meet.

With delicate impasto
she traces only one

corner of her curled mouth,
allowing light to do her work.

Then, staring at the reflection 
of misplaced features she

lets one artful drip
find its way to her chin.

The sun is up.
Her mirror snaps closed.

Stronger Stuf f
by Charles O'Hay

T he



in my dreams i am a salamander? moss flecked and fire speckled, iridescent opal 
on my breast. you are transfigured bone half buried in pine cones, willing quarry 
of glowing moths. 

a study was conducted; two dreamers psychically influencing each other?s brain 
waves. two dreamers dreaming each other. 

a photo of a dream emerges in the darkroom of your mind: pelicans beaking a 
forgotten language under a syringe green sky, their eyes vague echoes of a lake 
you once married.but not this minute.

salamander dreams
by Tara Roeder

photo by Sarah O'Brien



Chelsea
by A my K otthaus

I
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K ale Salad
by  Thom Young

   cannot think we know each other well
enough. For me to be a witness to
the bloody urine sample sitting there
atop the stainless steel, the sterile tray,
is absolute insanity, I know.
In truth, I see inside your malady;

Inside tattoos of angels born of lies.
The permanent memorials in ink
a truer art than inspirations false.
The vellum of your skin is touched by light.
That same your black sepulcher womb shuts out,
another woman's story now your own.

I tell the sickness well in you, but mine?
The curiosity that finds me here.

              loved punk rock
and putting
cigarettes
out
on her arm
when she
was drunk or bored
which
usually was on Tuesdays
in her flat
making
a kale salad
for uninvited
guests.

S he



                   I was little, Mama would take me to my room and say, ?Hush, Baby.? She 
would rub my tears away with her thumb, and pull the door shut. I could hear her let 
him in. The deep-voiced, faceless him was never the same him twice. I pressed my 
ear against the wall and heard the mattress creak.

When the noises stopped, my tears were dry. His footsteps to the door were always 
so much faster than on the way in. ?How about a walk, Baby?? Mama held my hand 
and I smiled on the way to the grocery store.

Baby
by Rachel  Holbrook

W hen

photo by Jason A l len



I f  there is anyth ing open

I will return
from infinite dying

and the conscious swallow.
I will say ? I will not want,

be a daughter of the root and caterpillar climb.
If there is anything worth keeping

I will keep it on the kitchen table
feed it blueberries, honor its language,

and biology.

But if is only echo, tell me clearly
so I can shut my eyes, turn and open them
elsewhere, find joy in sweeping the stairs

or typing in a mantra ? all night, humming without erratic
fire or appetite. If my hands are only hands, let them

be clean, ungrasping, useful, in other ways, holding out 
to offer, to receive, surrendering

bread, the stone, a smile.

by A l l ison Grayhurst



Cal l ing
by A l l ison Grayhurst
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It happens once.
Maybe there are near misses,
little rooms of perfection that were
dressed-up beautifully for a while,
held passion and intent, though behind
the dream-like wonder ? a deadness that
that surpassed each sermon you gave yourself
of goodwill and future promise.

It only happens full strength -
blue flame clean, exact - once. And when
it happens it is warm as a new lifeforce emerging, 
tears down confusion, shreds the darkness, and 
is difficult like falling in love - a love that overshadows
all other loves before, ruins you for anything less 
than its wounding intensity, its golden seriousness.

It will not happen again - even if it fails in its performance,
projecting a weak beam across the table. Even if it
straps you to the chair of an unyielding sorrow -
it will not lose its possessive claim. 

It has latched to your everlasting like a hosanna
riveting through each pore, breaking the bottom
again and again, breaking through the traffic 
to measure you naked and
just as you are.



Tabula Rasa
by A l l ison Rhodes
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         precisely 6:37 AM , on October 14th, 1996, Sarah Evelyn Rodgers 

joined our world, funneled from her mother?s birth canal and into the 

seasoned arms of Dr. Jordan Gibson. Her first, blurred impression of life was 

formed in room 347 of St. Peter?s Hospital in Baltimore, M aryland; exactly 

two floors above from where Annie Calder, by this time fully etherized, was 

undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation. Unfortunately for 

Annie, this procedure would result in a graft failure, and she would die 

forty-six days later. But none of this had any bearing on little Sarah, who was 

preoccupied (as much as her immature brain would allow) with receiving her 

nourishment; whose cries were instantly acknowledged, and whose requests 

were immediately granted. She nestled into her mother?s chest, instinct 

leading her to milk, precisely as, in room 405, Dennis Kempton?s own chest 

radiated with pain. He had never taken particularly good care of himself, and 

this ST segment elevation myocardial infarction ? in layman?s terms, a deadly 

heart attack ? marked the culmination of his poor decisions. But Sarah was 

still young and unblemished, as much as she?d ever be. Her heart still had 

many beats left to beat, and many feelings left to feel. And so she slipped 

simply into unperturbed dreams, incidentally losing consciousness at the 

same moment that Roger Blythe, in the concrete building across the parking 

lot, likewise drifted off; his own sleep aided by Ativan and Trazodone. This 

marked his third suicide attempt, and he?d become a bit of a frequent flyer at 

the hospital?s psych ward. But none of this mattered at all to Sarah, who was 

insulated by infancy, wrapped in unadulterated peace. Who knew yet 

nothing but bliss, even as a code blue bleated angrily in the background.

A t



Green Language
by K . D. Rose 

Green technology is as frank as Wright can be,

Orville left to popcorn. R ight or Wright or write or left,

it's all frank in its own way and the mind will throw

pictures at you and you don't really want them, you

want to draw your own. 

We have our own visions,

even within the within within within with N , the last 

meaning to the nth degree or infinity minus set theory 

but now see how quickly the intellect wants to take over 

when this is about writing green not driving cars that 

require concrete I's down roads that the mind can map on its own,

after all we are discussing flight, because that is the limit

at the moment but I encourage us to look further.



You Can?t Spel l  ?Oh This Suck s? Without Ohio 
by M athew  Serback
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Around here,

they build the dollar stores next to the strip clubs

(the humor writes itself).

Around here,

the banks change their names every few months.

The money?s ashamed

to be associated with us.

The apartment building I lived in

installed stained glass windows.

We were the last tenants 

of something holy. 

Every day there?s nothing but dead people;

the bodies piled in the gutter.

Rusted cars gather together in the street;

they roll their windows down

and play some music that sounds like we are in the sixties.

That?s the music of our death

march.

Around here, we worship

with wine glasses on.

We sip hard, and admire the people in other places

that look and live

like GIAN TS.



Three Ref i l ls Remaining
by M ichael  M arrott i

I'm never late 
for this date 
the anticipation
of pleasure

We'll rekindle
this rebellion
against the 
opposition

We're staggering
two steps ahead
authentic smiles
upon our faces

Guilty as charged
for the possession
of sustenance
we keep marching
in the right direction

One white cloud
away from 
rectifying this
imbalance

Living like I mean it 
loose pills rattling
inside my pockets
some say I have a 
problem

I tell those 
infidels 
I have the 
antidote

photo by Joseph Gonzalez
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              you gave your body to the Romans,
they purged you
of your dreams. You let them
take you 

(without a fight)

into their bad chambers.
They seduced your inhibitions;
asked you to snake charm
and worship rock gods.
You melted your rose-gold eyes down
to prove your faith

(for what it was worth).

They drew your blood 
on cave walls; looked like wine
or crushed berries.
They sterilized your soul 

(that was determined by the kingdom).

What king did you succumb to?
What cross did you bear 

(or get nailed to)?

That?s how you lost everything
that made you divine.

by M athew  Serback
When in Rome (A ct as You Would)

A fter



                  now and then, 
it feels like you are taking 
surgical tools to my torso. 
cracking the sternum and 

spreading the ribs so wide 
i feel their splintering points

poking through the taught skin.

sometimes i swear you crave 
seeing my heart laid bare. 

you want to inspect 
my vulnerable spaces: 
see what waits there. 

and i let you. 

because you are the first person: 
to ever look; 

to ever care about;
this withered heart. 

and you
touch carefully with capable hands. 

you have bolstered my courage 
to stimulate a re-bleed. 
with fresh blood comes 

fresh healing. 

f resh heal ing
by Sarah Stol tzfus A l len 

E very

photo by M ichael  A nthony
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Emergence
by K . D. Rose 

I began to guide my feet from within the balanced part of myself.
Why?  when my feet led me on so many adventures?
They walked the ground, not prone to ivory towers 
or tautology.

But there are wider paths and patterns.
Things you can?t see from below:

how a puzzle comes together;

how a code will travel to familiar places
in spirals and geometric melodies;

how stars above us die depending on mass;

how we sit on empty chairs
waiting for meaning.



tells a lot about
a person?s past
when it is filled

with hopes not
quite abolished but
emaciated by words

like ?compromised?
and ?settled with?
and a husband

whose name is
Gary who carves
birds for a living

while feeding
the kids bible
verses for

breakfast

perspective ?  smal l  tow n 
by Bi l l  Gardner

photo by A nthony Delanoix
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Spindle, The Sow's Ear Poetry Review, Third Wednesday, and Timberline Review.

Dr. M. D. Bolsover

Dr. M. D. Bolsover an Edinburgh-based freelance writer, currently has short 
experimental prose-poetry published with FREAK CIRCUS Magazine (Edinburgh) and 
Into the Void Magazine (Dublin), and forthcoming with 404 Ink Magazine (Edinburgh), 
and an anthology of ?multimodal work? with Twelve Winters Press (Illinois). 
http://thefoldoftheartist.com

Elena Botts

Elena grew up in the DC area, lived briefly in Berlin and Johannesburg, and now 
attends college in upstate New York. She's been published in fifty literary magazines 
over the past few years. She is the winner of four poetry contests, including Word 
Works Young Poets'. Her poetry has been exhibited at the Greater Reston Art Center 
and at Arterie Fine Art Gallery. Check out her poetry books, we'll beachcomb for their 
broken bones (Red Ochre Press, 2014), a litt le luminescence (Allbook-Books, 2011) 
and the reason for rain (Coffeetown Press, 2015). Her visual art has won her several 
awards. elenabotts.com  o-mourning-dove.tumblr.com 

http://becauseican5150.wordpress.com
http://thefoldoftheartist.com
http://elenabotts.coffeetownpress.com
http://o-mourning-dove.tumblr.com


Peter Bracking 

Peter Bracking tells tall tales. Earth point: a tropical metropolis. Words have literally 
been published from ocean to ocean to ocean by some really great literary mags in a 
growing number of countries on half the inhabited continents. The only occupation is 
being a beach bum. http://utterstories.wordpress.com

Marcus Benjamin Ray Bradley 

Marcus Benjamin Ray Bradley grew up in Perryville and now lives in Versailles, KY, with 
his wife and daughters. His work has been published or is forthcoming in the pages of 
Chiron Review, Five 2 One Magazine, Vine Leaves Literary Journal, and Futures Trading as 
well as online at the Kentucky Arts Council and Fifty Word Stories websites.

David Cook 

David Cook lives in Bridgend, Wales, with his wife, daughter, cats and guinea pig. He 
has been published in Short Fiction Break, Flash Fiction Magazine, Sick Lit Magazine, Spelk 
Fiction and others, and was also featured in A Box Of Stars Beneath The Bed: The 2016 
National Flash Fiction Anthology. http://davewritesfiction.wordpress.com 
@davidcook100

Mark Danowsky

Mark Danowsky?s poetry has appeared in About Place, Beechwood Review, The Broadkill 
Review, Cordite, Red River Review, Shot Glass Journal and elsewhere. Originally from the 
Philadelphia area, Mark currently resides in North-Central West Virginia. He works for 
a private detective agency and is Managing Editor for the Schuylkill Valley Journal. 
@markdanowsky

http://utterstories.wordpress.com
http://davewritesfiction.wordpress.com
https://twitter.com/blueberrio


Glen Donaldson 

Glen Donaldson regards it as a good day if no one takes his work car spot and cites his 
all t ime favorite movie as Capricorn One (1977).

Bill Gardner 

Bill Gardner is a rising sophomore at Kenyon College. During the school year, he works 
as the News Editor for the college's newspaper, the Kenyon Collegian. He writes fiction 
and poetry in his spare time. His work has appeared in Poetry Breakfast. @bill_gardnerw

Allison Grayhurst 

Allison Grayhurst is a member of the League of Canadian Poets. Three times 
nominated for Sundress Publications ?Best of the Net? 2015, she has over 850 poems 
published in over 380 international journals. She has twelve published books of poetry, 
seven collections, nine chapbooks, and a chapbook pending publication. She lives in 
Toronto with her family. She is a vegan. She also sculpts, working with clay; 
www.allisongrayhurst.com 

Rachel Holbrook 

Rachel Holbrook writes from her home in Knoxville, TN. She is the author of the 
syndicated serial, Litt le River, and her poetry and fiction have been published in a 
variety of literary journals such as *82 Review, Burningword Literary Journal, Akitsu 
Quarterly, The Avalon Review, and others. She is a member of the Author's Guild of 
Tennessee. When not writing, Rachel enjoys going on literal and literary adventures 
with her family. She can be found at www.RachelHolbrook.net @RachelAHolbrook

https://allisongrayhurst.com
https://rachelholbrook.net


Lee Kaloidis

Lee Kaloidis is a painter & poet with a background in improvisational music. Married 
and living just outside NYC. Has been around for a while. http://www.leekaloidis.com  
@leekaloidis

Erren Geraud Kelly

Pushcart nominated poet from Los Angeles. She?s been writing for 25 years and has 
over 150 publications in print and online in such publications as Hiram Poetry Review, 
Mudfish,Ceremony, Cactus Heart, Similar Peaks, Gloom Cupboard, Poetry Salzburg and 
other publications.

Amy Kotthaus 

Amy Kotthaus is a writer, painter, translator, and photographer. Her work includes 
poetry, Latin translation, abstract painting, and black and white photography. She 
received her B.A. in English from the University of Southern Maine, and she currently 
lives in Maine with her husband and children. @amy_kotthaus

Ashley Mares

Ashley's chapbook A Dark, Breathing Heart is forthcoming from Dancing Girl Press & 
Studio. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Hermeneutic Chaos, Whiskey 
Island, Rogue Agent, Menacing Hedge, and others. Read more of her poetry at 
ashleymarespoetry.wordpress.com and follow her @ash_mares2.

http://www.leekaloidis.com
https://ashleymarespoetry.wordpress.com


Michael Marrotti 

Michael Marrotti is an author from Pittsburgh, using words instead of violence to 
mitigate the suffering of life in a callous world of redundancy. His primary goal is to 
help other people. He considers poetry to be a form of philanthropy. When he's not 
writing, he's volunteering at the Light Of Life homeless shelter on a weekly basis. If you 
appreciate the man's work, please check out his book, F.D.A. Approved Poetry, available 
at Amazon. http://www.thoughtsofapoeticmind.blogspot.com

Elaine Marie McKay

Elaine Marie McKay lives in Scotland. She has flash fiction published in 100wordstory, 
Literary Orphans, Flash Fiction Magazine and SickLitMag. Her picture book, Grandma's 
Face Tells Her Story (eTreasures Publishing) is due for release early 2017. 
@elaine173marie

Mark J. Mitchell 

Mark J. Mitchell studied writing at UC Santa Cruz under Raymond Carver and George 
Hitchcock.. His work has appeared in the several anthologies and hundreds of 
periodicals. Three of his chapbooks? Three Visitors, Lent, 1999, Artifacts and Relics? and 
a novel, Knight Prisoner are available through Amazon and Barnes and Noble.. He lives 
in San Francisco with his wife Joan Juster. 
https://www.facebook.com/MarkJMitchellwriter/

Charles O'Hay 

Charles O'Hay is the author of two collections? Far from Luck (2011) and Smoking in 
Elevators (2014)? both from Lucky Bat Books. His work has appeared in over 150 
literary publications. http://charlieohay.wordpress.com  @Charlir_O

http://www.thoughtsofapoeticmind.blogspot.com
https://www.facebook.com/MarkJMitchellwriter/?ref=bookmarks
http://charlieohay.wordpress.com


James Reidel 

James Reidel has published poems in many journals as well as Jim?s Book (Black 
Lawrence Press 2014) and My Window Seat for Arlena Twigg (Black Lawrence 2006). 
His most recent work appears in Poetry, Queen Mob?s Teahouse, Hawai?i Review, Outsider, 
Fiction Southwest and elsewhere? including The Best Small Fictions 2016. He is also 
the biographer of the poet Weldon Kees and a translator who has published works by 
Thomas Bernhard, Georg Trakl, Franz Werfel, and Robert Walser. He is currently 
writing a collection of prose poems. In 2013, he was a James Merrill House fellow.

Allison Rhodes 

Allison Rhodes hails from Victoria, Canada where she works as an English teacher. She 
holds a Bachelor of Arts in English and Psychology, as well as a Bachelor of Education. 
She also maintains a longstanding love of dance, and, to this day, continues to keep a 
canvas-slipper-clad foot in that door. Her writing has appeared both online and in print, 
with recent publications in Punchnel's, Firewords Quarterly, Poetry Quarterly, and Form 
Quarterly. 

Tara Roeder 

Tara Roeder is the author of two chapbooks, (all the things you're not) and Maritime. Her 
work has appeared in multiple venues including The Bombay Gin, THRUSH, and Bateau. 
She is an Associate Professor of Writing Studies in New York City.

K. D. Rose 

K. D. Rose has or will be published in Word Riot, Poetry Breakfast, Candlelit Journal, Voices 
Project, Stray Branch Magazine, Strange Poetry, Nuclear Impact Anthology, Paragram Press 
Anthology, etc. K. D.?s book, Inside Sorrow, won Readers Favorite Silver Medal for 
Poetry. Her latest release is Brevity of Twit. https://authorkdrose.net/  @kdrose1

https://authorkdrose.net/


Mathew Serback

Mathew Serback's debut book will be available in October of 2017 through ELJ 
Publications. He has short fiction everywhere in 2016. He's the managing editor of 
scissors&spackle, as well as an assistant editor with Bartleby Snopes. He has short fiction 
pieces upcoming in Crack the Spine, Foliate Oak, and Knee-Jerk. @Mathew_Serback

Lisa Stice

Lisa Stice is a poet/mother/military spouse who  received a BA in English literature 
from Mesa State College (now Colorado Mesa University) and an MFA in creative 
writing and literary arts from the University of Alaska Anchorage.  While it  is difficult 
to say where home is, she currently  lives in North Carolina with her husband, 
daughter and dog. She is the author of a poetry collection, Uniform (Aldrich Press, 
2016). http:// lisastice.wordpress.com/

Bonnie Rae Walker

Bonnie is a graduate of UCI with a degree in Drama, emphasizing playwriting. She has 
lived different places, taken odd jobs and continued to write. A few pieces have been 
published but most continue to reside in various thumb drives. @Bonnie__Walker

Thom Young 

Thom Young is a writer from Texas. His work has been in The Commonline Journal, 3am 
magazine, Crack the Spine, Word Riot, 48th Street Press, and many other places. A 2008 
Million Writers Award nominee for his story ?Perico.? 
https://www.amazon.com/Thom-Young/   @thomyoung17

http://lisastice.wordpress.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Thom-Young/e/B001KMM9D8/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1


Aaron Burden  
https://unsplash.com/@aaronburden

Anthony Delanoix   
https://unsplash.com/@anthonydelanoix

Joseph Gonzalez  
https://unsplash.com/@miracletwentyone

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Michael Anthony

Michael Anthony is a Maker of: art, fiction, jewelry, photographs and whatever else 
sparks his interest. The American Labor Museum exhibited Michael?s photojournalism 
essay on the waning of the textile industry in Paterson, New Jersey.  @circleMstudios     
@earthography

Jason Allen

Jason Allen is a Photographer born and raised in the Pacific Northwest with a passion 
for the abstract, portraiture, and occasional landscape shot. Often found getting a 
speeding ticket on his way to beat the setting sun.

https://www.facebook.com/Jallenphotographic/   @jallenphotog

Sarah A. O?Brien

Sarah A. O'Brien is a photographer and writer based in Boston, MA. She loves to 
promote other artists, and has founded a digital literary journal, Boston Accent Lit, to 
provide a platform for underrepresented voices in the literary community. Follow her 
adventures @fluent_SARAcasm and check out more of her work at 
http://www.sarahaobrien.com/ 

RL Raymond

Raymond simply tells stories through poetry, fiction, photography, and painting. He has 
been published in journaSarals and collections across Canada, the United States, and 
Europe. He earned his Master of Arts in English Literature from the University of 
Western Ontario. http://www.rlraymond.ca/  http://www.rlraymond.me/  
@R_L_Raymond

CC PHOTOGRAPHS

Joanna Kosinska  
https://unsplash.com/@joannakosinska

Will Stewart  
https://unsplash.com/@wilstewart3

David Everett Strickler 
https://unsplash.com/@mktgmantra
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